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Blazing Star, Setting Sun

2020-06-25

from popular pacific theatre expert jeffrey r cox comes this insightful new history of the critical guadalcanal and solomons campaign at
the height of world war ii cox s previous book morning star rising sun had found the us navy at its absolute nadir and the fate of the
enterprise the last operational us aircraft carrier at this point in the war unknown this second volume completes the history of this
crucial campaign combining detailed research with a novelist s flair for the dramatic to reveal exactly how despite missteps and misfortunes
the tide of war finally turned by the end of february 1944 thanks to hard fought and costly american victories in the first and second
naval battles of guadalcanal the battle of empress augusta bay and the battle of cape st george the japanese would no longer hold the
materiel or skilled manpower advantage from this point on although the war was still a long way from being won the american star was
unquestionably on the ascendant slowly but surely edging japanese imperialism towards its sunset jeffrey cox s analysis and attention to
detail of even the smallest events are second to none but what truly sets this book apart is how he combines this microscopic attention to
detail often unearthing new facts along the way with an engaging style that transports the reader to the heart of the story bringing the
events on the deep blue of the pacific vividly to life

Godly Discontentment

2017-09-13

but when it is the lord who has something against the church it is not a laughing matter its time to tremble however as long as the love is
more important than the disappointment you can work out just about any problem between you it is only when disappointment seems more
important than love that relationship problems become toxic

Morning Star, Midnight Sun

2018-02-22

following the disastrous java sea campaign the allies went on the offensive in the pacific in a desperate attempt to halt the japanese forces
that were rampaging across the region with the conquest of australia a very real possibility the stakes were high their target the japanese
held solomon islands in particular the southern island of guadalcanal hamstrung by arcane pre war thinking and a bureaucratic mind set the
us navy had to adapt on the fly in order to compete with the mighty imperial japanese navy whose ingenuity and creativity thus far had
fostered the creation of its pacific empire starting with the amphibious assault on savo island the campaign turned into an attritional
struggle where the evenly matched foes sought to grind out a victory following on from his hugely successful book rising sun falling skies
jeffrey r cox tells the gripping story of the first allied offensive of the pacific war as they sought to prevent japan from cutting off
australia and regaining dominance in the pacific

Murder Orthodoxies: A Non-Conspiracist�s View of Marilyn Monroe�s Death

2018-05-04

perhaps no one s death has stirred more interest controversy and theories than marilyn monroe s august 4 of 1962 in murder orthodoxies
author donald r mcgovern analyzes and examines the many theories that monroe was murdered by a host of curious characters from the
middle kennedy brothers to brutal gangsters to aliens mcgovern separates fact from fiction and theory from outlandish rumor he addresses
and debunks the usual allegations related to monroe s death the secrets recorded in her little red diary her scheduled whistle blowing press
conference the murder plots by organized crime and the brothers kennedy and the fatal injection of drugs along with many others in murder
orthodoxies mcgovern restores logic and sanity to the investigation of monroe s death his thesis is based upon the premise that the engines of
conspiracies are started and fueled by opinion not by facts his credible conclusions are based on logic science toxicology and forensic
evidence

How to Know the Will of God

2020-12-22

this book is about how to know god s will through the scriptures and wisdom instead of by supposedly hearing god s voice all my books can
be read online for free at wayneodonnell com freely you have received freely give mt 10 8 this booklet is included in and comprises several
sections in my book paul s decision making in acts anti charismatic pro jewish commentary on acts in 1980 garry friesen wrote decision making
and the will of god a book that debunked the traditional view that god leads by inward impressions into his perfect specific will but bible
teachers continue teach prayer is a two way conversation churches continue to question pastoral candidates about their call to the
ministry and christians continue to try to discern god s inner voice to make decisions maybe it would help if we had more scholarly journal
articles on the topic grudem i categorized the articles published in three refereed evangelical journals for the last five years before 2000
westminster theological journal trinity journal and the journal of the evangelical theological society not counting book reviews there
were 257 scholarly articles on all topics but regarding god s guidance in our daily lives zero articles yet some understanding of god s
guidance affects every christian every day of his or her life either garry friesen is right on that topic or he s wrong we should expect to see
many more scholars contributing articles and books supporting and developing their viewpoints christians in the book of acts made their
decisions by the word and wisdom not by listening for inward impressions i would love to read an exposition of the book of acts that
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showed paul the other apostles and their co workers making most of their decisions by listening for inward impressions but it would require
reading that doctrine into the text rather than expositing it out of the text friesen in order to arrive at the conclusion of the traditional
approach to decision making it is necessary to water down the biblical examples and spice up the biblical teaching examples like in acts are
watered down to be less miraculous than they really are so we can think we re doing them too biblical teaching like in the epistles must be
spiced up to be more specific than it really is for example a promise to israel to guide you continually is 58 11 doesn t actually say
anything about christians being guided by inward impressions paul made most of his decisions by the word and wisdom not by inward
impressions and only rarely by direct revelation even though he was the apostle on the cutting edge of jesus mission to bring the gospel to
the gentiles most of paul s decisions in acts can be explained 17 principles he followed

The Art of Avoiding a Train Wreck (paperback)

2016-10-11

are you ready to create a one team culture tribal unity is a real world practical guide for leaders committed to making their organisation
a great place to work based in the true story of how one inspiring leader transformed a highly toxic organisational culture into an
internationally recognised case study of success tribal unity shares proven patterns that are revolutionising the way teams of teams
connect and perform em campbell pretty is an internationally acclaimed business strategist speaker and one of australia s leading enterprise
agile consultants after 20 years in senior business roles within multinational blue chip corporations em discovered agile and became
passionate about the chance it provides to align business and it around the delivery of value today em is instrumental in empowering
australia s largest enterprises in improving the effectiveness of their teams

Tribal Unity (paperback)

2024-06-12

do you have a clear compelling and comprehensive vision for your life jesus s sermon on the mount is a visionary masterpiece and a
revolutionary manifesto through painting breathtaking vistas of who god is and who each of us is in god s eyes to a radical call for the
invasion of heaven upon earth through your everyday actions jesus provides us with a blueprint for the abundant life kasey crawford
reveals how jesus s teachings empower us to flourish even amidst the fiercest storms learn how to experience the grand adventure of
apprenticing all of life under jesus live out your purpose of intimately knowing god bask in your identity as god s favored and beloved child
fulfill your destiny of becoming more like christ overcome anger lust lying and other character challenges overflow with hope joy love and
power develop a continuous communion with god through prayer when you catch the vision of jesus s teachings and put them into practice
you ll experience how god is astonishingly good present personal and powerful in your life you ll also be equipped to release more of god s
kingdom on earth as you embody his good news you will learn to build your abundant life

Building Your Abundant Life

2023-04-25

make the world a better place this book is a must read for all with an interest in the future of design jim spohrer phd retired industry
executive international society of service innovation professionals the world is in need of better design and kozma s book shows us how to
get there mark guzdial director program in computing for the arts and sciences college of literature science and the arts professor of
electrical engineering and computer science college of engineering university of michigan design services products experiences and places that
transform the world for the better make the world a better place design with passion purpose and values presents an insightful and hands on
discussion of design as a profoundly human activity and challenges us all to use design to transform the world for the better the book
explains how and why the design industry lost its way and how to re ignite the idealism that once made it a force for good make the world a
better place describes a set of moral principles based on our shared humanity that can be used to create good designs designs that reduce
harm increase well being advance knowledge promote equality address injustice and build supportive compassionate relationships and
communities dr kozma applies philosophy psychology sociology and history to the world of design including examples and case studies of
designs both good and bad seven principles of good design based on the impact designs have on people an approach to design as a moral dialog
among co creators in which the seven principles can be applied to intentionally improve the world comprehensive explorations of a person
resource activity model that explains how technology shapes designs detailed analyses of the strengths and pitfalls of five design
traditions which include the scientific technical analytic human centered aesthetic and social movement traditions

Make the World a Better Place

2015-12-10

over twenty one faithful evangelical bible teachers have joined together in this work to both honor the legacy of dr mal couch as well as
to promote a solid sacred and safe theological manual for the body of christ colleagues and friends of dr couch such as dr wayne house dr
norman geisler dr arnold fruchtenbaum dr timothy demy and more along with many of mal s students and disciples set forth in this work a
biblical and practical theology the first half of the book covers all twelve of the major biblical doctrines of christianity the last half
covers some of the hottest theological topics and practical issues that present day believers ought to be aware of in order to properly
defend the faith in chapter 25 you will meet many of the disciples in christ that mal taught over the years as they express their gratitude
for this godly giant of the faith so if you are curious about what a holistic evangelical faith looks like and even curious as to how
dispensationalism fits within orthodox evangelicalism this book will provide for you a solid resource for many years to come
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Evangelical Bible Doctrine

2016-08-02

new york times bestseller from face the nation moderator and contributing editor for the atlantic john dickerson come the stories behind the
stories of the most memorable moments in american presidential campaign history the stakes are high the characters full of striving and ego
presidential campaigns are a contest for control of power in the most powerful country on earth the battle of ideas has a clear end with
winners and losers and along the way there are sharp turning points primaries debates conventions and scandals that squeeze candidates
into emergency action frantic grasping and heroic gambles as mike murphy the political strategist put it campaigns are like war without
bullets whistlestop tells the human story of nervous gambits hatched in first floor hotel rooms failures of will before the microphone and
the cross country crack ups of long planned stratagems at the bar at the end of a campaign day these are the stories reporters rehash for
themselves and embellish for newcomers in addition to the familiar tales whistlestop also remembers the forgotten stories about the bruising
and reckless campaigns of the nineteenth century when the combatants believed the consequences included the fate of the republic itself some
of the most modern feeling elements of the american presidential campaign were born before the roads were paved and electric lights lit the
convention halls or there were convention halls at all whistlestop is a ride through the american campaign history with one of its most
enthusiastic conductors guiding you through the landmarks along the way

Whistlestop

2020-05-15

this book is a commentary on the new testament book of acts that is primarily about the apostle paul and his mission to the aegean all my
books can be read online for free at wayneodonnell com or bible ag freely you have received freely give mt 10 8 in 1980 garry friesen wrote
decision making and the will of god a book that debunked the traditional view that god leads by inward impressions into his perfect specific
will but bible teachers continue teach prayer is a two way conversation churches continue to question pastoral candidates about their
call to the ministry and christians continue to try to discern god s inner voice to make decisions christians in the book of acts made their
decisions by the word and wisdom not by listening for inward impressions almost all paul s decisions in acts can be explained by 17 logical
principles he followed paul was jesus surrogate to complete jesus mission to bring the gospel to the gentiles of the aegean sea and to the
jews of the diaspora isaiah 49 1 6 listen o islands to me and hearken you jewish people from far the lord has called me from the womb he said
it is a light thing that you would be my servant to restore the preserved of israel i will also give you for a light to the gentiles so that
you may be my salvation to the end of the earth the first part of the book of acts asks can even gentiles be saved but the last part focuses
on luke s real message the congregation should continue to look equally jewish and gentile even though gentiles become far more numerous in
the congregation this is god s highest purpose gathering two into the one body of messiah according to ephesians all paul s epistles were
written by the end of acts 28 there s no need for a speculated release and second roman imprisonment this book also provides an accounting
of the movements of paul s coworkers and a history of charismaticism christian mysticism and the false doctrine of let go and let god

Paul’s Decision Making in Acts

2016-11-10

behavioral science books are popping up on bestseller lists predictably irrational thinking fast and slow nudge decisive even the white house
launched a behavioral insights team to match the british ministry of nudges conspicuously absent from this conversation is the church the
irrational jesus bridges this gap ken evers hood looks at jesus through the lens of cognitive heuristics mental shortcuts and biases blind
spots and makes the case that a fully human jesus is predictably irrational just like all of us find out how the apostle paul s community
building mirrors a prisoner s dilemma game and how this makes paul an irrational leader too discover how playing better games in church can
foster hopeful flourishing communities improve your decision making learn when to plan for irrationality and when to live into it the
irrational jesus addresses these issues and more integrating the insights of behavioral economists such as dan ariely the gameful thinking of
jane mcgonigal and cutting edge ideas from decision theory evers hood articulates a behavioral theology for fully human pastors of fully
human congregations a fresh perspective that will change how pastors and other church leaders see themselves the institutions they serve
and the scriptural and theological tradition

The Irrational Jesus

2015

ordinary is not a call to be more radical if anything it is a call to the contrary the kingdom of god isn t coming with light shows and shock
and awe but with lowly acts of service tony merida wants to push back against sensationalism and rock star christianity and help people
understand that they can make a powerful impact by practicing ordinary christianity

Ordinary

2014-02-25

worry about cholesterol avoid red meat eat whole grains could it all be a lie we live in an era of health hype and nutrition propaganda and
we re suffering for it decades of avoiding egg yolks choosing margarine over butter and replacing the real foods of our ancestors with low
fat processed packaged substitutes have left us with an obesity epidemic ever rising rates of chronic disease and above all total confusion
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about what to eat and why this is a tragedy of misinformation food industry shenanigans and cheap calories disguised as health food it
turns out that everything we ve been told about how to eat is wrong fat and cholesterol are harmful to your health nope they are
crucial to your health whole grains are health food not even close counting calories is the way to lose weight not gonna work nutrients
are what matter nutrition can come from a box bag or capsule don t count on it in eat the yolks liz wolfe debunks all these myths and more
revealing what s behind the lies and bringing the truth about fat cholesterol protein and carbs to light you ll be amazed at the tall tales
we ve been told in the name of healthy eating with wit and grace wolfe makes a compelling argument for a diet based on paleo foods she takes
us back to the foods of our ancestors combining the lessons of history with those of modern science to uncover why real whole food the
kind humans ate for thousands of years before modern nutrition dogma led us astray holds the key to amazing health and happy taste buds in
eat the yolks liz wolfe doesn t just make a case for eating the whole egg she uncovers the shocking lies we ve been told about fat
cholesterol protein carbs and calories and brings us the truth about which foods are healthy and which foods are really harming us you ll
learn truths like fat and cholesterol are crucial not harmful and why whole grains are processed foods and what to eat instead counting
calories is a waste of energy and what we actually should be tracking all animal products are not created equal and which ones we truly
need nutrition doesn t come in a box bag or capsule and why there s no substitute for real food

Eat the Yolks

2024-05-16

dan w clanton jr examines the presence and use of religion and bible in agatha christie s hercule poirot novels and stories and their later
interpretations clanton begins by situating christie in her literary historical and religious contexts by discussing golden age crime fiction
and christianity in england in the late 19th early 20th centuries he then explores the ways in which bible is used in christie s poirot novels as
well as how christie constructs a religious identity for her little belgian sleuth clanton concludes by asking how non majority religious
cultures are treated in the poirot canon including a heterodox christian movement spiritualism judaism and islam throughout clanton
acknowledges that many people do not encounter poirot in his original literary contexts that is far more people have been exposed to poirot
via mediated renderings and interpretations of the stories and novels in various other genres including radio films and tv as such the book
engages the reception of the stories in these various genres since the process of adapting the original narrative plots involves at times
meaningful changes capitalizing on the immense and enduring popularity of poirot across multiple genres and the absence of research on the
role of religion and bible in those stories this book is a necessary contribution to the field of christie studies and will be welcomed by her
fans as well as scholars of religion popular culture literature and media

God and the Little Grey Cells

2020-05-11

all my books can be read online for free at wayneodonnell com freely you have received freely give mt 10 8 this booklet is included in and
comprises one section in my book paul s decision making in acts anti charismatic pro jewish the history of the charismatic movement christian
mysticism and the let go let god doctrine is the history of both misinterpreting the bible and also of seeking something more than the bible it s
about wanting to get something quick and exciting after justification and before glorification instead of just diligently laboring using the
new mind to serve and battle rom 7 6 now we serve in newness of spirit rom 8 3 9 they that are after the flesh all the unsaved do mind think
about and love the things of the flesh but they that are after the spirit all who have been justified think about and love the things of the
spirit the word for to be carnally minded is death but to be spiritually minded is life and peace because the carnal mind is hatred against god
so then they that are in the flesh all the unsaved can t please god but you all who have been justified are not in the flesh but in the spirit
since the spirit of god dwells in you now if any man doesn t have the spirit of messiah only the unsaved he is none of his biblically there s no
shortcut to sanctification after we re justified we learn and labor using the new mind and the next event is glorification 1 ths 1 9 you
turned to god from idols past spiritual justification event to serve the living and true god present sanctification process and to wait for
his son from heaven future physical glorification event the greatest hindrance to more complete practical sanctification is the false
doctrine of let go and let god as taught by john wesley sinless perfectionism phoebe palmer altar theology william boardman higher life
hannah whitall smith secret of a happy christian life the keswick convention resting faith charles trumbull victorious life and many others
as watchman nee 1903 1972 said from now on i will not do anything i will not manage anything and i will not be concerned about anything
from now on i will let go brothers and sisters this is surrendering this is letting go but jesus said mt 9 38 pray the lord will send forth
laborers into his harvest

Brief History of the Charismatic Movement, Christian Mysticism, and Let-Go-Let-God

2023-07-11

a leading business expert shows why expertise really matters and how leaders who deeply understand the nuts and bolts of their industry
and organization from businesses to hospitals to universities to sports make all the difference for its success and the happiness of people
who work there amanda goodall has spent a decade researching what makes organizations tick everywhere from the business world to
hospitals and healthcare systems football and basketball teams and formula 1 organizations by debunking the cult of managerialism the
notion that smart people can run anything and the emphasis on leadership personality goodall reshapes our understanding of bosses and the
traits necessary for organizational success she identifies the key characteristics of expert leaders and provides a real and grossly
underappreciated model for career success go deep into a business work hard pay attention and know your stuff those who run hospitals
and healthcare systems for example should be physicians with deep clinical expertise not financiers or people parachuted in from other
industries those who run school systems and universities need to understand from experience the stress of balancing teaching research and
student welfare credible demonstrates categorically that expertise matters more than ever and that we need our leaders to be experts with
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a deep understanding of their organizations from many years spent learning the business and working their way up the ladder the people who
work for them are happier because they feel better understood and the organizations they lead are more successful

Credible

2020-09-16

this collection of essays explores the legacy of the reformation with regard to the person and work of the holy spirit following the five
hundredth anniversary of luther s posting of his ninety five theses these essays consider this legacy with particular reference to the work of
martin luther and john calvin as well as broader reformation themes as they are related to pneumatology and the life of the church today
the contribution of this collection is to tease out and reflect on pneumatology historically but also to relate these findings to
contemporary discussions especially among scholars of pentecostal and charismatic christianity together these essays invite readers to
appreciate the contribution that the protestant reformation makes to life in the holy spirit today as well as offering critical and
constructive reflection on this theme it is a timely and significant contribution to the discussions of the person and work of the holy spirit
and the church

The Holy Spirit and the Reformation Legacy

2014-06-19

contemporary military strategy and the global war on terror offers an in depth analysis of us uk military strategy in afghanistan and iraq
from 2001 to the present day it explores the development of contemporary military strategy in the west in the modern age before
interrogating its application in the global war on terror the book provides detailed insights into the formulation of military plans by
political and military elites in the united states and united kingdom for operation enduring freedom and operation iraqi freedom alastair finlan
highlights the challenges posed by each of these unique theatres of operation the nature of the diverse enemies faced by coalition forces and
the shortcomings in strategic thinking about these campaigns this fresh perspective on strategy in the west and how it has been applied in
recent military campaigns facilitates a deep understanding of how wars have been and will be fought including key terms concepts and
discussion questions for each chapter contemporary military strategy and the global war on terror is a crucial text in strategic studies
and required reading for anyone interested in the new realities of transnational terrorism and twenty first century warfare

Contemporary Military Strategy and the Global War on Terror

2014-04-01

what would washington jefferson madison lincoln the roosevelts truman and eisenhower have done about today s federal debt crisis america
s fiscal constitution tells the remarkable story of fiscal heroes who imposed clear limits on the use of federal debt limits that for two
centuries were part of an unwritten constitution those national leaders borrowed only for extraordinary purposes and relied on well
defined budget practices to balance federal spending and revenues that traditional fiscal constitution collapsed in 2001 afterward for the
first time in history federal elected officials cut taxes during war funded permanent new programs entirely with debt grew dependent on
foreign creditors and claimed that the economy could not thrive without routine federal borrowing for most of the nation s history
conservatives fought to restrain the growth of government by insisting that new programs be paid for with taxation while progressives
sought to preserve opportunities for people on the way up by balancing budgets virtually all mainstream politicians recognized that
excessive debt could jeopardize private investment and national independence with original scholarship and the benefit of experience in finance
and public service bill white dispels common budget myths and distills practical lessons from the nation s five previous spikes in debt america
s fiscal constitution offers an objective and hopeful guide for people trying to make sense of the nation s current most severe debt crisis and
its impact on their lives and our future

America's Fiscal Constitution

2017-08-18

this is volume 25 of interpreter a journal of mormon scripture published by the interpreter foundation it contains articles on a variety of
topics including the life giving water of the restoration scriptures with pictures methodology unexamined assumptions and the study of the
book of abraham the healing and exalting powers of christ weave together at easter looking deeper into joseph smith s first vision imagery
cognitive neuroscience and the construction of memory overcoming obstacles becoming a great missionary on doubting nephi s break between 1
and 2 nephi a critique of joseph spencer s an other testament on typology exploring semitic and egyptian in uto aztecan languages joseph
smith monogamist or polygamist if ye will hearken lehi s rhetorical wordplay on ishmael in 2 nephi 1 28 29 and its implications apostate
religion in the book of mormon understanding jacob s teachings about plural marriage from a law of moses context how joseph smith s
grammar differed from book of mormon grammar evidence from the 1832 history how big a book estimating the total surface area of the book
of mormon plates the amlicites and amalekites are they the same people the book of mormon versus the consensus of scholars surprises from
the disputed longer ending of mark part 1 the book of mormon versus the consensus of scholars surprises from the disputed longer ending of
mark part 2
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Interpreter: A Journal of Mormon Scripture, Volume 25 (2017)

2020-06-26

the politics of horror features contributions from scholars in a variety of fields political science english communication studies and others
that explore the connections between horror and politics how might resources drawn from the study of politics inform our readings of and
conversations about horror in what ways might horror provide a useful lens through which to consider enduring questions in politics and
political thought and what insights might be drawn from horror as we consider contemporary political issues in turning to horror the
contributors to this volume offer fresh provocations to inform a broad range of discussions of politics

The Politics of Horror

2017-07-05

there is a widely held notion that except for the elections of 1928 and 1960 the irish have primarily influenced only state and local
government the irish and the american presidency reveals that the irish have had a consistent and noteworthy impact on presidential careers
policies and elections throughout american history using us party systems as an organizational framework this book examines the various
ways that scots irish and catholic irish americans as well as the irish who remained in eire have shaped altered and sometimes driven such
presidential political factors as party nominations campaign strategies elections and white house policymaking the irish seem to be
inextricably interwoven into important moments of presidential political history yanoso discusses the scots irish participation in the
american revolution the whiskey rebellion and the war of 1812 she describes president bill clinton s successful good friday agreement that
brought peace and hope to northern ireland and finally she assesses the now common presidential visits to ireland as a strategy for
garnering irish american support back home no previous work has explored the impact of irish and irish american affairs on us presidential
politics throughout the entire scope of american history readers interested in presidential politics american history and or irish irish american
history are certain to find the irish and the american presidency enjoyable informative and impactful

The Irish and the American Presidency

2023-03-02

esteemed pacific war historian jeffrey cox has produced a fast paced and absorbing read of the crucial new georgia phase of the guadalcanal
solomons campaign during the pacific war thousands of miles from friendly ports the us navy had finally managed to complete the capture of
guadalcanal from the japanese in early 1943 now the allies sought to keep the offensive momentum won at such a high cost this is the
central plotline running through this page turning history beginning with the japanese operation i go and the american ambush of admiral
yamamoto and continuing on to the allied invasion of new georgia northwest of guadalcanal in the middle of the solomon islands and the
location of a major japanese base determined not to repeat their mistakes at guadalcanal the allies nonetheless faltered in their continuing
efforts to roll back the japanese land air and naval forces using first hand accounts from both sides this book vividly recreates all the
terror and drama of the nighttime naval battles during this phase of the solomons campaign and the ferocious firestorm many marines faced
as they disembarked from their landing craft the reader is transported to the bridge to stand alongside admiral walden ainsworth as he sails
to stop another japanese reinforcement convoy for new georgia and vividly feels the fear of an 18 year old marine as he fights for survival
against a weakened but still determined enemy dark waters starry skies is an engrossing history which weaves together strategy and tactics
with a blow by blow account of every battle at a vital point in the pacific war that has not been analyzed in this level of detail before

Dark Waters, Starry Skies

2017-01-18

an authoritative account of the six month period during which the 16th president wrote the emancipation proclamation and changed the
course of the civil war discusses his battles with his generals and cabinet his struggles with depression and his private doubts about his
cause 50 000 first printing

The Pharmacist of Auschwitz

2015-08-11

winner sperber prize 2018 for the best biography of a journalist the first and definitive biography of an audacious adventurer the most
famous journalist of his time who more than anyone invented contemporary journalism tom brokaw says lowell thomas so deserves this
lively account of his legendary life he was a man for all seasons mitchell stephens s the voice of america is a first rate and much needed
biography of the great lowell thomas nobody can properly understand broadcast journalism without reading stephens s riveting account of
this larger than life globetrotting radio legend douglas brinkley professor of history at rice university and author of cronkite few
americans today recognize his name but lowell thomas was as well known in his time as any american journalist ever has been raised in a
colorado gold rush town thomas covered crimes and scandals for local then chicago newspapers he began lecturing on alaska after
spending eight days in alaska then he assigned himself to report on world war i and returned with an exclusive the story of lawrence of
arabia in 1930 lowell thomas began delivering america s initial radio newscast his was the trusted voice that kept americans abreast of
world events in turbulent decades his face familiar too as the narrator of the most popular newsreels his contemporaries were also dazzled
by his life in a prime time special after thomas died in 1981 walter cronkite said that thomas had crammed a couple of centuries worth of
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living into his eighty nine years thomas delighted in entering forbidden countries tibet for example where he met the teenaged dalai lama the
explorers club has named its building its awards and its annual dinner after him journalists in the last decades of the twentieth century
including cronkite and tom brokaw acknowledged a profound debt to thomas though they may not know it journalists today too are
following a path he blazed in the voice of america mitchell stephens offers a hugely entertaining sometimes critical portrait of this larger
than life figure

Lincoln's Gamble

2017-06-20

it s the founding myth of humanities computing and digital humanities in 1949 the italian jesuit scholar roberto busa s j persuaded ibm to
offer technical and financial support for the mechanized creation of a massive lemmatized concordance to the works of st thomas aquinas
using busa s own papers recently accessioned in milan as well as ibm archives and other sources jones illuminates this dh origin story he
examines relationships between the layers of hardware software human agents culture and history and answers the question of how specific
technologies afford and even constrain cultural practices including in this case the academic research agendas of humanities computing and
later digital humanities

The Voice of America

2016-03-31

to date there are only a couple dozen or so books specifically about the presidency of george w bush political operatives members of the
media and former administration officials have written most of the volumes additionally the early books on the bush presidency focus on the
various aspects and dimensions of the war on terror in essence these studies challenge the justification of our deployment the bush doctrine
and the assumptions of nation building few volumes focus on his quite substantial legislative record and impact there are a few academic
volumes on the bush presidency but they were completed while he was still in office they tend to be biased and uniformly negative the george
w bush presidency a rhetorical perspective seeks to remedy this lack of academic investigation of the 43rd president and his rhetorical
strategies this volume is unique because the contributors analyze the bush presidency from a largely rhetorical perspective the chapters
look at the rhetoric of bush across the contexts of domestic policy foreign policy the wars and politics in general further this thorough
study examines the inaugural addresses state of the union addresses and addresses before joint sessions of congress others analyze his
political philosophy policy issues and his rocky relationship with the news media collectively this essential text provides insight into the
role of public discourse in the campaigning and governing of the george w bush presidency

Roberto Busa, S. J., and the Emergence of Humanities Computing

2012-07-21

the tale of an all black battalion whose crucial contributions at d day have gone unrecognised to this day

The George W. Bush Presidency

2016-11-15

rev james lamb has provided the afro centric spiritual community a tremendous literary historical theological treatise the psycho social
issues facing the african american community today have their roots in the legacy of white supremacy which has dominated black life in all
areas of human activity including economics education entertainment labor law politics religion sex and war black uncovers the historical
legacy of this dehumanization process and provides the solution for the african american community to reclaim its african soul by restoring
its memory of the ancient egyptian genius to address contemporary struggles of black life in all areas of people activity including economics
education entertainment labor law politics religion sex and war rev richard d bullard thm senior pastor of grace evangelical baptist church
pine bluff arkansas this book parallels the practice of religion and the history of african and african american culture rev lamb takes the
reader on his lifelong journey of discovery and realizations of his morality and his responsibility as a man of the cloth this book offers
compelling dialogue that makes the reader reflect and search within for answers we should all seek for ourselves garbo hearne independent
bookseller pyramid art books custom framing black a clear straight forward historical and present day look into the complex world of
black people from genius empires displayed historically through slavery jim crow racial tension and black on black crimes black stands as a
monument of practical resource information giving revelation of a great history black should be required reading in all educational
institutions frazier lamb social worker department of children family services state of connecticut

Forgotten

2013-11-08

this global history as the chinese would write it gives brilliant and unconventional insights for understanding china s role in the world
especially the drive to make china great again we in the west routinely ask what does china want the answer is quite simple the superpower
status it always had but briefly lost in this colorful informative story filled with fascinating characters epic battles influential thinkers
and decisive moments we come to understand how the chinese view their own history and how its narrative is distinctly different from that
of western civilization more important we come to see how this unique chinese history of the world shapes china s economic policy attitude
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toward the united states and the rest of the world relations with its neighbors positions on democracy and human rights and notions of
good government as the chinese see it for as far back as anyone can remember china had the richest economy the strongest military and the
most advanced philosophy culture and technology the collision with the west knocked china s historical narrative off course for the first
time as its 5 000 year reign as an unrivaled superpower came to an ignominious end ever since the chinese have licked their wounds and fixated
on returning their country to its former greatness restoring the chinese version of its place in the world as they had always known it for
the chinese the question was never if they could reclaim their former dominant position in the world but when

Black

2020-06-09

this collection of eleven original essays interrogates the concept of freedom and recenters our understanding of the process of emancipation
who defined freedom and what did freedom mean to nineteenth century african americans both during and after slavery did freedom just mean
the absence of constraint and a widening of personal choice or did it extend to the ballot box to education to equality of opportunity in
examining such questions rather than defining every aspect of postemancipation life as a new form of freedom these essays develop the work
of scholars who are looking at how belonging to an empowered government or community defines the outcome of emancipation some essays in
this collection disrupt the traditional story and time frame of emancipation others offer trenchant renderings of emancipation with new
interpretations of the language and politics of democracy still others sidestep academic conventions to speak personally about the
politics of emancipation historiography reconsidering how historians have used source material for understanding subjects such as violence
and the suffering of refugee women and children together the essays show that the question of freedom its contested meanings its social
relations and its beneficiaries remains central to understanding the complex historical process known as emancipation contributors justin
behrend gregory p downs jim downs carole emberton eric foner thavolia glymph chandra manning kate masur richard newman james oakes susan
o donovan hannah rosen brenda e stevenson

Superpower Interrupted

2017-11-01

spiritual endowment for today s believer is possible this possibility is studied and compared to that of the early church fathers this journey
to the reception of holy spirit enduement of the early pentecostal forefather was not short and instantaneous there is a waiting period
that is observed and reported this book revisits the biblical significance of tarry s treatment in luke 24 49 the key principle of waiting on the
timing of god s provision of power was commanded the promised enduement is necessary to accomplish the job description god has given all
christians the reader will observe the results of a tarry presented to encounter the holy spirit experience the word for power that luke uses
in luke 24 49 and acts 1 8 reference that ability to do work acts 1 4 placed emphases on them not leaving jerusalem without the promise
the potential value of this topic is in its impact on the reader s personal life the project conducts a hundred surveys interviews and research
of historical tarry data the successful tarry as luke presents it will yield an authentic encounter with the promised holy spirit and the
production of guidelines for christian mentors to tarry for endowment

Beyond Freedom

2020-07-21

a philosophy of muddy boots leadership presents a bible based leadership philosophy these thoughts some original most not are not rocket
science they are basic common sense and as applicable to everyday life as they are to the battlefield classroom or boardroom most are
drawn from those who have influenced the author the most pastors military leaders and football coaches in this uncertain and dynamic
environment there are a few constants in this book you will find a clear and concise set of principles and fundamentals that will assist
leaders in maintaining mission focus and focusing on the team why will it help today there is no shortage of leadership books consultants
and experts we hear terms like servant authentic transformational adaptive etc these concepts are valid and important but they are
focused on the conceptual not on the actionable a philosophy of muddy boots leadership provides a set of biblically based actionable
principles for leaders the goal of the book is to provide overwhelmed understaffed leaders or mid level managers a set of techniques and
processes that in times of stress and uncertainty will act as a blueprint for success this is not a checklist but a thought provoking set of
guiding biblical principles that can be used every day

Tarry There!

2022-04-14

the legacy of the slave family haunts the status of black americans in modern u s society stereotypes that first entered the popular
imagination in the form of plantation lore have continued to distort the african american social identity in what sorrows labour in my
parents breast brenda stevenson provides a long overdue concise history to help the reader understand this vitally important african
american institution as it evolved and survived under the extreme opposition that the institution of slavery imposed the themes of this work
center on the multifaceted reality of loss recovery resilience and resistance embedded in the desire of african african descended people to
experience family life despite their enslavement these themes look back to the critical loss that africans both those taken and those who
remained endured as the enslaved poet phillis wheatley honors in the line what sorrows labour in my parents breast and look forward to the
generations of slaves born through the civil war era who struggled to realize their humanity in the recreation of family ties that tied them
through blood and emotion to a reality beyond their legal bondage to masters and mistresses stevenson pays particular attention to the
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ways in which gender generation location slave labor the economic status of slaveholders and slave societies laws affected the black
family in slavery

A Philosophy of Muddy Boots Leadership

2023-04-21

this volume consists of 19 chapters that reflect the titular theme voiced and voiceless in asia from a variety of angles making use of
diverse scholarly approaches and disciplines while focusing specifically on china india japan and taiwan the chapters are broadly divided into
two parts 1 politics and society and 2 arts and literature although the texts included in the second part also deal with social themes in
addition to historical topics such as japanese colonialism or chinese agricultural reforms in the 1950s the volume also addresses current
issues including restrictive chinese policies in xinjiang japanese activist movements against gender based violence and discrimination or the
problems of migrant laborers in india and performing arts in japan during the covid 19 pandemic likewise it provides insight into satirical
woodblock prints from the boshin war period or works of literature produced in japanese leprosariums in the first half of the 20th century
as well as into selected topics in contemporary chinese japanese and sinophone tibetan literature collectively the chapters comprised in this
volume narrate the multifaceted relationship between voice and power thus highlighting the fact that the question of voice is closely
intertwined with a variety of social political and cultural issues

What Sorrows Labour in My Parent's Breast?

2024-05-29

the mythic indian the native in french and qu�b�cois cultural imaginaries charts a genealogy of french and qu�b�cois visions of the
amerindian tracing an evolution of paradigms from the sixteenth century to present it examines how the myths of the noble ignoble and
ecological savage as well as the vanishing indian and going native inform a variety of discourses and ways of thinking about qu�b�cois
culture by analyzing mythic depictions of the native figure that originate at first contacts this book demonstrates that an inextricable link
exists between discourses as disparate as literature and science this book will be of interest to scholars in french studies francophone
studies indigenous studies hemispheric studies social sciences and literary studies

Voiced and Voiceless in Asia

2017-11-07

how can anyone feel hopeful after learning she is fatally ill sharon eagle seeks to answer that very question in terminal hope which
chronicles her experience with stage 4 lung cancer after receiving her diagnosis eagle a longtime nurse and educator understands immediately
that her cancer will probably kill her what she can t foresee is the remarkable wisdom she gains from the spiritual and emotional quest that
her diagnosis sparks as she navigates the land of cancer seeking new purpose and meaning eagle discovers that her illness has a great deal to
teach her among many other lessons cancer inspires her to examine her own faith journey rebuild relationships and reconsider patient caregiver
communication and support above all she uncovers compelling evidence for her belief that death is not the end but rather merely a transition
to something even better a moving memoir about the power of positivity gratitude and faith terminal hope offers a new perspective for people
of all belief systems

The Mythic Indian

Terminal Hope
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